This article uses as data for cultural criminology an album of photographs taken by German soldiers and policemen involved in the Holocaust. The author labels these actions 'genocidal tourism'.
Introduction
The item that provides my 'data' was given to me several years ago when I was a visiting professor at the Faculty of Law, University of Sydney. On several occasions I visited Sydney's Holocaust memorial museum. Once, when discussing the resources available, something strange happened; the librarian volunteered that I may be an appropriate recipient to look after a rather battered and water-stained published album of photographs that had been left by an elderly person with the statement that they find a sympathetic home for them. The library surprisingly already possessed one copy of what has turned out to be a rare document.
Extermination of Polish Jews: Album of Pictures (ZagLada Zydostwa Poliskiego: Album Zdjec, ed. Gershon Taffet) was printed in 1945 by the Centralna Zydowska Komisja Historyczna Polsce, Lodz (Central Jewish Historical Committee in Poland, a body that ceased existence in 1946). There are several pages of text and labels in Polish, Russian, Hebrew, English and French for the 252 black and white images. In a brief introduction the editor, Taffet, explained that the album was intended as a public document illustrating the most characteristic events of Jewish life under 'the German Hitlerian occupation'. This was the first publication of many images that have subsequently become foundational to the visual representation of the Holocaust (they include images of daily humiliations suffered by Jews, such as beard cutting by German soldiers and what I now know to be the 'Aktions' of Reserve Police Battalion 101, and even three images of the horrific experimental attempt to make soap from rendered down Jewish corpses). Several of these images are available on the website of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
My question here is what kind of evidence is provided by this album and for whom? Loosely put it falls into a category of atrocity photography, which the English newspaper, the Daily Mail, said in August 1945 should serve as a 'mirror' held up to the German nation. But from its first use, such 'evidence' has been ambiguous and its meaning controlled by subtle forms of exclusion.
1 As the philosopher and political activist Bertrand Russell argued in an article accompanied by photographs in Picture Post entitled 'Whose Guilt?', the British and other governments 'undoubtedly' had known of the atrocities perpetrated by the Nazis 'from the very beginning' but had continued with their policy of appeasement. Thus to attach blame solely to the German people is to misunderstand exactly what happened. Some of the images in my album were already in circulation during the War, introduced into Britain by the Polish underground, and some even reached the United States, although their access to centres of power, and their ability to have any effect, was limited. Whether the Allies deliberately blocked out knowledge of the atrocities is still an open question for research; certainly little effort was made to assist the Jews. Furthermore, in the presentation of 'evidence' immediately after the Second World War great effort was put into ensuring that the particular fate of the Jews of occupied Europe was not given special attention or emphasis (Bloxham, 2001) . By contrast, today the Holocaust is usually regarded as the central crime of the Nazis and, as it fades in time, Auschwitz has become its central reference point. Images of the death camps, made by the cameramen who accompanied the Allied forces, along with piles of corpses that were not disposed of immediately before discovery, are iconic. However, subtle processes of framing are at work; for those images seem to denote a world beyond our civilized spaces, conveying a discrete event that is 'other' to our lives and one that does not need to be included in our contemporary intellectual disciplines. Conversely, the photographs in the album in my possession are not those of professional photographers, but products of the newly invented and relatively cheap amateur cameras carried by a number of serving German soldiers and policemen as they occupied territory; they were largely taken in acts of tourism-genocidal tourism. If they were to serve as mirrors of reality, the reality they were to reflect, and the memories they were expected to contain, were those of perpetrators and related witnesses of atrocities. The films were then given to Polish individuals to develop with the warning that the Germans wanted all the negatives and copies returned. However, some of the developers kept copies and those that survived form the basis for the album. The individuals who took these photographs travelled from Germany to Poland to the western Soviet Union. It was not by today's tourist standards physically a long trip, albeit it was a voyage into a social space that was the closest modernity came to actualizing the 'dream of hell' (the phrase is Des Pres', used in his work The Survivor). The album demonstrates that the distance between civilization and genocide, or normality and barbarity, is short enough for you to take your personal camera along as you traverse it.
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Disciplinary specificity and cultural arguments
Elsewhere, I have commented on the process whereby criminology treats genocide with silence; neither the Holocaust nor other genocidal massacres provide data for developing or testing criminological theories (see Morrison, 2004a Morrison, , 2004b for a book-length treatment). Disciplinary boundaries place such events under the rubric of history or international relations; criminology occupies the territory of everyday life within the defining legitimacy of the nation-state. Attempts to redefine the subject matter as deviance, or social harm, have made little difference to the bulk of mainstream criminology; the defining ability of state power remains the key to criminological epistemology. Other social sciences, such as sociology or history, are not thought of as being so constrained. Surprisingly, however, the immediate post-war historiography of the Holocaust was heavily influenced by the legal proceedings at the International Military Tribunal (IMT) at Nuremberg. The resultant 'Nuremberg view' or 'perpetrator history' focused almost entirely on the intentions and ideologies of top leaders, as Browning explains: the evidentiary base was above all the German documents captured at the end of the war, which served . . . the prosecutors at post-war trials. The initial representation of the Holocaust perpetrators was that of criminal minds, infected with racism and anti-semitism, carrying out criminal policies through criminal organisations.
( 1992: 22, 26) These trials were organized with the legal charge of waging aggressive war as their dominating concern. The persecution and destruction of the Jews, though documented, was not a primary investigatory or prosecution concern and charges of 'crimes against humanity' were seen as a subcategory of war crimes and not as a freestanding concept. The term genocide was used in argument, but did not appear in any final judgment. The key concern was to brand the Nazi government as a criminal state and to extend international law by finding individuals accountable for the actions of their state but not to disturb the centrality of state sovereignty as its organizing principle. Images were presented to the IMT. One was a silent 90-second 'Original German 8-millimeter Film of Atrocities against Jews'; the pictures, it was said, 'obviously were taken by an amateur photographer' and they provided 'undeniable evidence, made by the Germans themselves, of almost incredible brutality to Jewish people in the custody of the Nazis, including German military units' (Struk, 2004: 153) . The use of imagery in the IMT, however, was said by later historians to have a clear message, namely that the atrocities were the acts of 'monsters' and not of normal human beings: 'the villains were clear and the heroes were clear, that's the memory ' (quoted in Struk, 2004: 154) .
Yet my album provides a complex evidentiary base, open to many placements and interpretations. Many of its images are central to a more recent debate concerning the Holocaust: namely the role of the considerable numbers of minor figures who guarded the ghettos, who inflicted daily humiliations upon Jewish men, women and children, who staffed groups such as Reserve Police Battalion 101 that conducted face-to-face, nonfactory-like killings. Was their participation evidence of a voluntary readiness to kill on the part of ordinary Germans in a specific time and place (as Goldhagen's (1996) best-selling work, Hitler's Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust, argues), or is this evidence that ordinary men, if placed in appropriate circumstances, can commit genocidal activities (as the less commercially successful but more scholarly nuanced work of Browning argued (Goldhagen's title was a direct rebuttal to Browning's (1998 ) Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion and the Final Solution in Poland). In Browning's account the reader must always consider a reflexive question: 'if I was in that position can I really be sure I would not have participated?' This should be a crucial question for criminology: for if Goldhagen is correct there are no general lessons to be learnt from the Holocaust-it can be left to German history and ignored by our disciplinary texts and concerns. But if Browning is correct we are dealing with a general potentiality. In that case criminology, as a scholarly discipline concerned with human nature and activities of harm, of exercising power over others in a destructive manner, must consider these data.
Goldhagen vs Browning: a victory for the cultural criminologist, or a loss in complexity?
Both men analysed the same data, predominantly records of police interviews with members of Reserve Police Battalion 101 conducted in the 1960s when its members finally came under police investigation (after the Second World War only a few members were tried and then for reprisal killings of Polish civilians. Most members had returned to civilian life as ordinary policemen). Reserve Police Battalion 101 was composed mainly of reserve policemen from Hamburg, a noted Social Democratic city and not likely to be especially Pro-Nazi. Yet in the period July 1942 to November 1943 the men of this Battalion, totalling at the most 500, rounded up and shot at least 38,000 defenceless Jewish men, women and children and deported at least 45,200 to death camps.
3 Why did they do this? Browning gives us a narrative of contingency and existential choice. In the early hours of 13 July 1942 the men were roused from their bunks and assembled before their commanding officer, Major Trapp, a 53-year-old career policemen who, 'pale and nervous, with choking voice and tears in his eyes', informed the battalion that it had been ordered 'to perform a frightfully unpleasant task'. Using the language of the myth of Jewish power, he told them that Jewish conspiracy had caused the War and even now 'bombs were falling on women and children' in German towns. The battalion had now been ordered to round up the Jews of the village of Jezefow. The male Jews of working age were to be separated and taken to a work camp. The remaining Jews-the women, children, and elderly-were to be shot by the battalion. But he then offered that 'if any of the older men among them did not feel up to the task that lay before him, he could step out' (Browning, 1998 : 2).
Significantly a few men stepped out. There was adverse peer group pressure but it was possible to avoid the action; however, the majority did not choose to avoid. And among the majority who participated some clearly grew to enjoy the task, for this was only to be the first of many similar actions. Once engaged in genocide the individuals found themselves existentially immersed in the physical and gruesome task of killing. These were not men brutalized by war, even if they were to become brutalized by the process. Instead Browning identifies explanatory factors in group conformity, deference to authority, the impact of alcohol, routinization and various rationalizations; however, he concludes, some came to find their calling in killing, for he also tells us of the 'Jew hunt', the search and seeking out operations to locate small pockets of Jews or individual Jews who had somehow escaped from the sweeping operations.
The Jew hunt was not a brief episode. It was a tenacious, ongoing campaign in which the 'hunters' tracked down and killed their 'prey' in direct and personal confrontation. It was not a passing phase but an existential condition of constant readiness and intention to kill every last Jew who could be found.
( 1998 [1992] : 132)
Browning's work was well received by historians, but while reviewed in some 'serious' forms of the popular press, it was not a great commercial success and was only reprinted after Goldhagen's text brought greater attention to it. Goldhagen's text, however, was a publishing sensation. Over 500,000 copies were sold in the first year and it was top of the non-fiction list in over 13 countries. It also garnered the author several awards (including the Democracy prize in Germany)-all this despite being the subject of severe academic criticism. It also has a strong claim to be included in any syllabus as an extended essay in cultural criminology. Certainly, it claims to apply some of the methodological and explanatory precepts that we can see as central to the emerging strand of cultural criminology, such as Katz's (1988) argument that foreground features of the dynamics of actual criminal activity-'the sensual attractions of crime'-should be put central to our account of crime. These tactics undoubtedly had a strong resonance with diverse audiences. Goldhagen (1996: 22) describes two methodological aims. First, to keep the human element, so often deadened by the massive statistics ('The Jewish victims were not the "statistics" that they appear to us on paper. To the killers whom they faced, the Jews were people who were breathing one moment and lying lifeless, often before them, the next.'). Second, to be faithful to 'the horror of what the Germans were doing'.
Any one in a killing detail who himself shot or who witnessed his comrades shoot Jews was immersed in scenes of unspeakable horror. To present mere clinical descriptions of the killing operations is to misrepresent the phenomenology of killing, to eviscerate the emotional components of the acts, and to skew any understanding of them.
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[I will] eschew the clinical approach and try to convey the horror, the gruesomeness, of the events for the perpetrators (which, of course, does not mean that they were always horrified). Blood, bone, and brains were flying about, often landing on the killers, smirching their faces and staining their clothes. Cries and wails of people awaiting their imminent slaughter or consumed in death throes reverberated in German ears. Such scenes-not the antiseptic descriptions that mere reportage of killing operations present-constituted the reality for many perpetrators. (Goldhagen, 1996: 22) Goldhagen cannot present this fully. Instead he interweaves his own interpretation of what it would have been like. Goldhagen, however, is no Katz and many have found his accounts questionable, for his methodology involves an unreflective mixture of direct quotations, rhetorical questions, emotionally manipulative and stereotypical focusing on certain victims and interpolated speculations or projections about feelings seemingly ascribed to perpetrators.
There are obvious problems with his accounts: the lack of previous attempts to bring forward the 'thick lives' of the perpetrators is as much due to lack of material as any reluctance of scholars. With so little material how can one be sure that one is really being faithful to their perspectives? Moreover, in using his material, Goldhagen does not simply present his material but mixes in his own imaginative effort to recreate the lived events, thus the 'voice' we hear is often his own rather than that of the actual actors. However, Goldhagen was insistent that he had achieved something that no other scholar had: through his focus upon the 'perpetrators' actions', he consistently argued for the uniqueness of the Holocaust. Further, he claimed that his research could be supported by comparative work:
the quantity and quality of personalized brutality and cruelty that the Germans perpetrated upon Jews was . . . distinctive. This has been highlighted through comparisons with the Germans' treatment of other subject peoples. It could also be demonstrated through comparisons with other genocides and concentration camp systems. (1996: 386) The art of looking
In arguing that the Holocaust could only be understood fully by concentrating on the lived reality of the perpetrators' actions in killing, by emphasizing the face-to-face killings of the reserve police battalions and Einsatzgruppen, as well as the death marches that killed so many camp inmates on the brink of liberation, Goldhagen provides balance to the emphasis upon the operation of the camps. But he goes further, arguing that only a monothematic cultural explanation can explain the Holocaust. This narrow theorizing is both the main point of criticism and his primary selling point. He achieves this by narrowly constraining his material (he ignores gypsies and other victims) and by seducing the reader through an aesthetics of cruelty-narrative and photographs combine to present a singular and unique level of cruelty by Germans towards Jews. This is, however, not supported by comparative analysis but assertion alone. For Goldhagen 'the quantity and quality of personalized brutality and cruelty that the Germans perpetrated upon Jews' was 'distinctive ' and 'unprecedented' (1996: 386) ; it 'stood out' in the 'long annals of human barbarism ' (1996: 414) . For ordinary Germans, the killing was an opportunity for 'fun ' (1996: 231) ; the majority executed with 'gusto' (1996: 241); they 'wanted to be genocidal executioners ' (1996: 279) . 'Cruelty became normative and well-nigh universal' (1996: 388) and they 'killed for pleasure ' (1996: 451) . Why?
[A]ntisemitism moved many thousands of 'ordinary' Germans-and would have moved millions more, had they been appropriately positioned-to slaughter Jews . . . ideas about Jews that were pervasive in Germany, and had been for decades, induced ordinary Germans to kill unarmed, defenceless Jewish men, women, and children by the thousands, systematically and without pity.
(1996: 9)
To his rhetoric question 'for what developments would a comprehensive explanation of the Holocaust have to account?' he answers that the Nazis-specifically Hitler-had to decide to undertake the extermination; they had to gain control over the Jews, namely over the territory in which they resided; they had to organize the extermination and devote it sufficient resources; and they had to induce a large number of people to carry out the killings (1996: 9-10). Goldhagen's empirical thesis is that the Germans did not have to do much to induce 'ordinary Germans' to participate in the processes-they did so willingly and knowingly.
It is the perpetrators who tell us of their own voluntarism in the slaughter, of their routine brutalities against the helpless Jewish victims, of their degrading and mocking of the Jews. It is they who tell us of their boasting, celebrations, and memorializations of their deeds, not the least of which are the many photographs that they took, passed around, put in their albums, and sent home to loved ones. (Goldhagen, 1998: 130) Goldhagen's account, and his reading of this evidence, however, involves a strange disassociation of time. Germans then, as perpetrators of the Holocaust, were unique, but Germans now are not. As he has emphasized, the cultural conditions of contemporary Germany mean that today's Germans are not the Germans of the Holocaust. Thus, he can portray both an image of monstrous behaviour(s) and normalcy that occupy the same geography, but the monstrous cannot intrude upon our normalcy even as he relies upon our current sensibilities as readers to agree with him that the events and images presented do warrant the reading he offers. Although we are expected to enter without difficulty the world of the perpetrators, their determinism is not ours; hence, by implication, their actions need not concern criminology. We have convoluted rhetorical strategies of appeal and distance that strangely both assert the total uniqueness of the Holocaust as an exclusively German and Jewish affair, but also present it as something understandable by us as modern humans. We are included as receivers of Goldhagen's interpretative abilities, but excluded because we cannot be part of the nexus (a nexus of course that no one can participate in, for the relationship can never exist again; the Jews were destroyed). By contrast, Katz (1988) locates the extreme and the normal as residing within a concept of the everyday that extends across time and place. He asserts the need to consider the sensual, magical and creative appeals of crime. Acts of deviance offer the perpetrator a means of 'self-transcendence', a way of overcoming the conventionality and mundanity typically associated with the banal routines and practicalities of everyday 'regular life'. At the subjective level, crime can be stimulating, exciting and liberating; it can be an active taking of control-albeit temporarily-by those who otherwise are anything but in control of their situations (Morrison, 1995: ch. 17) . Contra Goldhagen, but pace Browning, this appeal may be one factor we can see in the images.
Photography and gazing
. . . nothing betrays the falseness of their routine post-war denials of their approval of, indeed their pride in, the killings more than the photographs that the Germans in Police Battalion 101 took memorializing their time in Poland, of which only some unknown percentage has come to light. These Germans' willingness to make an extensive photographic record of their deeds, including their killing operations, in which they appear with cheerful and proud demeanours as men entirely comfortable with their environment, their vocation, and with the images that are being preserved, is compelling evidence that they did not conceive of themselves as having been engaged in crime, let alone in one of the greatest crimes of the century. (Goldhagen, 1996: 245) For Goldhagen photographs provide a realism that transcends testimony in its immediacy. Thus a photograph of a group of German soldiers surrounding and cutting off the beard of a Jewish man becomes 'an example of the Germans' use of the socially dead Jews as playthings for their own satisfaction ' (1996: 246) . The 'power of the visual evidence' is aided by words that were on the reverse of the picture: 'He should work, but he must be clean-shaven'. This 'ironic commentary' is 'doubly symbolic':
It represented the absolute mastery of the photographed German over the Jew. The Jew, a grown man, had no choice but to stand by as another abridged his sovereignty over his own body by cutting away his beard, a symbol of his manhood. The personal desecration was done, moreover, in front of the camera's recording eye, ensuring that the victim's shame would be displayed to people for years to come. (1996: 246) This is the capturing and conveying of 'the virtually limitless power of the shearer over his victim'. Goldhagen presents these photographs as if they were intended for the public domain, calling them 'keep-sakes of their work in Poland' and asserting that they 'were generously shared among the entire battalion' (1996: 246).
They were not private mementos, furtively taken, guarded, and husbanded by individuals. The affirmative atmosphere that reigned within the battalion regarding their work took on an almost celebratory, festive quality in the public displaying and sharing of the photographs. [The process] is reminiscent of travellers purchasing postcards or asking for duplicates of friends' snapshots that have captured favourite vistas and scenes from an enjoyable and memorable trip. In other photographs-taken at a time when the battalion was carrying out killings and deportations-we see officers and their wives sitting outdoors 'drinking in what appears to be a convivial atmosphere ' (1996: 247) , and we have a number of festive occasions where the men are even joking at their officers' expense. Goldhagen further takes the photographs as refuting Browning's thesis of graduated choices and multi-layered peer group pressure. They took pride in their accomplishments, in their genocidal vocation, to which they were dedicated . . . If they had indeed in principle disapproved of the genocide, then why would they have taken obviously approving photographs of their killing operations and their lives while executioners-and then circulate them and permit copies to be made for others ? (1996: 405) An important example for Goldhagen, but not an image from Battalion 101, is a photograph of a German soldier killing a Jewish mother and child that was sent home to his family through the mail. On the back of it was penned: 'Ukraine 1942, Jewish Aktion, Ivangorod'. For Goldhagen this sharing of the deed was a boasting 'of their self-conceived heroics', evidence that 'they individually made those choices as contented members of an assenting genocidal community, in which the killing of Jews was normative and often celebrated ' (1996: 406) .
Was Goldhagen's text pornography?
Goldhagen's insistence on giving life to the lived dynamics of the situation shocked many; one response was to call his account 'pornography'. The term was not used as a descriptive sense alone but prescriptive, as a label of criticism. However, there is a sense in which we gain in calling this actual pornography; for pornography involves assertions of power over the other, turning the other into a commodification of viewing. Such, I would agree with Goldhagen, was often happening here, reinforced by the taking of photographs. But was this evidence of a unique transformation? I turn to another album of photographs.
The Rape of Nanking: An Undeniable History in Photographs (Young and Yin, 1999) gives us another aesthetic of 'unprecedented' hell concerning the estimated rape of 80,000 women and systematic massacre of over 300,000 captured prisoners and civilians after the fall of the Chinese capital to Japanese troops in 1937. The text presents over 400 shocking images of piles of corpses, beheadings, bayoneting and narratives of Japanese soldiers carrying out atrocities of incredible cruelty and barbarity that are taken as the most extreme examples of Japanese conduct generally between 1934-45. I will not relate the individual accounts of cruelty or the games of amusement; suffice to say that the narratives mixed mastery, control and death with claims of laughter and applause from the soldiers. One textual tactic is to recount events through the letters and photographs that were sent home by Japanese soldiers. One example, we are told, was taken from a diary found in 1984, extracts of which were published that year. Two days in December 1937 read:
. . . we were very bored, we had some fun killing Chinese. We caught some innocent Chinese and either buried them alive, or pushed them into a fire, or beat them to death with clubs . . . Today we did it again . . . . Everyone gets his entertainment this way to get rid of the boredom. If this had happened in Japan, it would be an enormous incident. But here it's like killing dogs and cats.
(quoted in Young and Yin, 1999: 152-4) Accompanying the diary was an album containing three business-card-size black and white photographs. One of the pictures shows the front of a residential building. Twelve human heads are lined up on the ground. One of them seems to be a woman's head. The other two pictures show the bodies of women and old people. These, the text explains, had surfaced in the papers of a former soldier who had once told his family in a hushed voice: 'These are from the Nanking massacre' (quoted in Young and Yin, 1999: 152-4) . They were personal images but versions of the killings were published in Japanese newspapers with glee. The outstanding example is the 'killing contest': photographs of two smiling Japanese officers published by the Nichi Nichi Shimbun on 13 December 1937. The story was headlined: But the two contestants have found it impossible to determine which passed the 100 mark first. Instead of settling it with a discussion, they are going to extend the goal by 50.
MUKAI'S blade was slightly damaged in the competition. He explained that this was the result of cutting a Chinese in half, helmet and all. The contest was 'fun', he declared, and he thought it a good thing that both men had gone over the 100 mark without knowing that the other had done so.
(extracted in Young and Yin, 1999: 154-5) The newspaper did not clearly state that the Chinese killed were defenceless prisoners or civilians. Indeed it made it appear as if military action was still proceeding. This report provided the main evidence on which American police in Japan later apprehended the two men. They were subsequently prosecuted and executed by a Chinese court. The newspaper reporters defended the truth of the story but in defence Mukai claimed the story was grossly exaggerated so that it would help the men in their search for brides back in Japan! 6
The collection contains numerous photographs of beheadings by Japanese troops in front of appreciative audiences. The text 'explains' that Japanese soldiers dwelled with great relish upon the sword as a weapon and as a bushidol spiritual symbol explaining this 'fanaticism' by reference to a particular 'military culture'. Various perpetrators' accounts are included. Hiroki Kawano, a former military photographer, related a more detailed account of the beheading of Chinese victims:
I've seen all kinds of horrible scenes . . . headless corpses of children lying on the ground. They even made the prisoners dig a hole and kneel in front of it before being beheaded. Some soldiers were so skilful that they took care of the business in a way that severed the head completely but left it hanging by a thin layer of skin on the victim's chest, so that the weight pulled the body down to the ditch. I captured that blink of a moment with my camera.
(quoted in Young and Yin, 1999: 110) The text contains many photographs of another way of face-to-face killing-bayoneting. Tens of thousands of Chinese were killed with 15-inch bayonets affixed to rifles. Live bound captives were targets for bayonet drills. Sometimes the captive is blindfolded but often not. There are numerous accounts from witnesses of the bayoneting of prisoners but some are perpetrators' accounts. Kazuo Sone, from his A Japanese Soldier's Confession:
To boost the morale and courage of new recruits during the war, we experimented with bayoneting the enemy. That meant using POWs or local civilians as live targets. New recruits without any battle experience would learn from this practice. It was unlucky for the people selected as targets, but it was also a painful experience for the new soldiers forced to participate in this experiment. . . .
This kind of killing experience was every soldier's test and ordeal. After this they would be fearless in real battle, and would glory in the act of killing. War made people cruel, bestial, and insane. It was an abyss of inhuman crimes.
(quoted in Young and Yin, 1999: 132) But was he so sure at the time? In this text we find material similar to Browning's narrative of the overcoming of initial reluctance; for while some accounts now claim that they felt like criminals and cowards while carrying out these actions, some, how many we do not know, soon came to enjoy the situation.
I remember being driven in a truck along a path that had been cleared through piles of thousands and thousands of slaughtered bodies. Wild dogs were gnawing at the dead flesh as we stopped and pulled a group of Chinese prisoners out of the back. Then the Japanese officer proposed a test of my courage. He unsheathed his sword, spat on it, and with a sudden mighty swing he brought it down on the neck of a Chinese boy cowering before us. The head was cut clean off and tumbled away as the body slumped forward, blood spurting in two great gushing fountains from the neck. The officer suggested I take the head home as a souvenir. I remember smiling proudly as I took his sword and began killing people.
(quoted in Young and Yin, 1999: 110) Chapter five contains other photographs more easily recognizable as pornography. They are photographs of the victims of rapes, many of whom were mutilated and killed afterwards. In one, three naked women lie distressed before the camera, the shadow of the soldier taking the photograph falls just before them intruding into the image. These are photographs confiscated from captured Japanese soldiers who had kept them as mementoes; another act of genocidal tourism.
Conclusion
My intention in introducing material from Nanking was not to assert any thesis on comparability, nor indeed to make claims as to the relevant 'truth' of these items of evidence. 7 My thesis is more limited, this article is restricted to around 7000 words. Goldhagen's text, by contrast contains nearly 150 pages of endnotes alone. It looks like a work of massive scholarship; but it is a work that claims uniqueness for his material and his thesis that comes through comparison without any comparison being undertaken. The Holocaust was unique, but Goldhagen's cultural strategy is ultimately misleading. It returns us to a position where the uniqueness claimed for the Holocaust is seen in it being an exclusively German and Jewish affair and thus he is free to claim the benefit of comparative work without having to engage in wider issues of genocide and actual comparisons-since nowhere else are there Germans and Jews. But there were Germans in south-west Africa in 1904-5 participating in the genocide of the Hereros and there are some surviving photographs of smiling German soldiers standing proudly in front of rows of hanging corpses, as there are of soldiers in other genocidal massacres, such as that of Turkish soldiers in front of hanging Armenians in 1915. Horrific cruelty was not a unique possession of the Holocaust and certainly was not its defining characteristic. That this did not seem an issue either for his PhD committee or for the university authority that gave him a prize in a Thesis in Comparative Politics says much about the narrowness of intellectual concerns; the fact that his publishers and the general public rewarded that narrowness, perhaps says much about the institutional culture of remembering and forgetting, of the presence and absence of images of suitable victims for cultural consumption in contemporary 'western' public consciousness. Ultimately I read Goldhagen with a strange feeling of sympathy for his apparent naivety; for he really does not seem to know how much civilized modernity has had genocide as its downside. But Hitler knew: he appreciated that the civilized world did not want to know of state-organized massacres and gambled that his history would be written by a victorious Reich. 8 As for the photographs?; they are cultural artefacts open to an array of questions. Undoubtedly Goldhagen's use of these images (a rhetorical realism) had a great deal to do both with the commercial success of his text and with his historical confining of the lessons to be taken from the Holocaust. For looking upon them it is difficult for the reader to imagine how anyone could have taken these images, or kept any to serve as reflections of memories. But in the album there is one that haunts me. It is not of corpses, or of shootings, or the process of Jew hunts, but a simple image of young men posing as a group, happy, celebrating (Figure 1 ). I have many like it. How confident I can be in answering the question of whether the fact that mine are of a group of young (New Zealand) males reflecting our victories at rugby or cricket and not of a group of young (German) males taken to preserve our memories of a successful elimination of the Jews is the gift of fate, or something that could never possibly have happened, I just do not know. But I do know that mainstream criminology does not care to ask such questions. Perhaps a cultural criminology may partially, at least, disturb this hegemony. (Scharf, 1993) . This book consists of photographs of Jewish ghetto life in 1941 Warsaw along with comments and observations of ghetto residents from surviving diaries. In the summer of 1941, Georg was a German soldier stationed in Warsaw who was given a pass by his commanding officer that allowed him to enter the Warsaw Ghetto-a 1.36 square mile area into which 500,000 Jews had been packed and were slowly starving to death (the Source: Taffet (1945: 67) . One of set of photographs pp. 56-67 covering this particular 'aktion', several of which are reproduced in Goldhagen (1996) and Browning (1998). transportations to death camps began in 1942). Browning (1998: xv-xvi) reminded us that in mid-March 1942 some 75 to 80 percent of all victims of the Holocaust were still alive, while 20 to 25 percent had perished. A mere 11 months later, in mid-February 1943, the percentages were exactly the reverse. At the core of the Holocaust was a short, intense wave of mass murder centred on Poland, 'a veritable blitzkrieg, a massive offensive requiring the mobilisation of large number of shock troops'. And this was shockingly successful, because at the most basic level individual human beings killed other human beings.
At the time of going to print (2004) that lesson is being learnt again with the publication of photographs detailing abuses at the American administered Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad, Iraq. These images gave an immediate realism to claims of abuse that had previously made little public effect. Particularly shocking were pictures of naked Iraqi prisoners forced to adopt sexually explicit poses. Others included a young American woman soldier holding a leash tied around the neck of a crumpled, naked prisoner. In another she smiles at the camera as a cigarette hangs from her lips, pointing a mock gun at the genital of a naked prisoner. The debate concerned whether these were the isolated actions of a few rouge elements (i.e. a claim of individual failings), or the consequence of a high level American policy of breaking prisoner moral and denial of human dignity (i.e. a claim of structural and cultural inducement). Coincidently a leading British newspaper (Daily Mirror) published photos supposedly showing abuse by British soldiers. These were found to be false, in part, as other photos published by the same newspaper were said to be examples of typical trophy photographs that soldiers would take. 4. I do not mean this as a compliment. While Browning's work could provide evidence for a multitude of criminological theories-Sutherland's differential learning theory, Sykes and Matza's techniques of neutralization and the existential drift apparent in Matza and Katz's work being just a fewGoldhagen, by contrast, is mono-theoretical. 5. Compare the criminology of Jack Katz (1988) . Modern 'causal theories' had 'obliterated a natural fascination to follow in detail the lived contours of crime ' (1988: 317) . Katz argues that few criminological accounts have focused on the varied emotional dynamics and experiential attractions that are an integral element of much crime. Consequently, the 'lived experience of criminality' rarely features in traditional criminological and sociological explanations of crime and deviance. 6. That the tactic was apparently successful (Yamamoto, 2000: 197) must itself be material for a cultural analysis. In another newspaper story a Captain Tanaka was portrayed as a 'hero who had killed 300 Chinese single handed with a sword'. Pictures in his possession showed him beheading a Chinese person sitting on the ground. All three protested their innocence to the end: they were the only soldiers prosecuted by Chinese courts in relation to Nanking, although in the international trial the Tokyo Military Tribunal accepted that horrific atrocities were committed there and convicted several high ranking officers in respect of these (Judge Pal dissenting). 7. For confirmation of the events see one of the few works by a Japanese writer, Katsuichi (1998) . 8. Not only did Hitler ask, rightly, who remembered the massacres of the Armenians, but his comments on the vast deaths associated with the colonization of North America are revealing:
The settlement of the North American continent was . . . a consequence not of any higher claim in a democratic or international sense, but rather of a consciousness of what is right which had its sole roots in the conviction of the superiority and thus of the right of the white race.
(cited in Mills, 1997: 106) 
